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Amorphous GaN (a-GaN) models are obtained from first-principles simulations. We compare four a-GaN
models generated by “melt-and-quench” and the computer alchemy method. We find that most atoms tend to
be fourfold, and a chemically ordered continuous random network is the ideal structure for a-GaN albeit with
some coordination defects. Where the electronic structure is concerned, the gap is predicted to be less than
1.0 eV, underestimated as usual by a density functional calculation. We observe a highly localized valence tail
and a remarkably delocalized exponential conduction tail in all models generated. Based upon these results,
we speculate on potential differences in n- and p-type doping. The structural origin of tail and defect states
is discussed. The vibrational density of states and dielectric function are computed and seem consistent with
experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With a profound impact on lighting technology and other
applications, crystalline GaN has been the subject of vast
inquiry.1–3 However, lattice mismatch with substrates makes
it difficult to grow. Recently, amorphous GaN (a-GaN) has
become attractive due to its potential to solve lattice match
problems and advantages accruing from its natural isotropy.
A number of experiments have investigated the structural and
optoelectronic properties of a-GaN.4–9
In 1997, Stumm and Drabold10 reported the first a-GaN
atomistic model and proposed that a-GaN might find use as
an electronic material. However, there are some limitations
in that work. First, the previous calculations were done with a
version of FIREBALL11 using the Harris functional local density
approximation (LDA)12 and a local basis set. Though they
predicted an electronic gap close to experimental value, it
is well known that the incompleteness of the basis tends to
exaggerate the gap, which compensated the underestimate for
the electronic gap in density functional theory. Second, to
obtain the correct lattice constant, the LDA repulsive pair
interaction was empirically rescaled. This paper checks the
previous work and, while we find that the basic picture there
was correct, we add important results with more modern
techniques.
The structure of a-GaN is controversial. Some experiments
observe a large concentration of homopolar bonds,13 contradicting other studies.8 There are no N-N or Ga-Ga bonds
in Stumm’s models, but other calculations suggest a more
chemically disordered network.14 Doping of a-GaN is an
important topic that we do not explore, but a full understanding
of the intrinsic electronic features of undoped a-GaN, like the
origin of defect states and tail states, is a necessary precursor.
In this paper, we propose atomistic a-GaN models formed
via ab initio molecular dynamics simulation with a plane-wave
basis. Models are generated in different ways and compared.
For all models, the network topology is analyzed through radial
and angular distribution functions, and structural statistics.
We find that Ga and N atoms strongly prefer to be fourfold,
and homopolar bonds are rare in the network. This result
indicates that Stumm’s model is basically correct but with too
many coordination defects (threefold atoms). The difference
1098-0121/2011/84(7)/075216(6)

between the LDA and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) methods, and different
treatment for Ga 3d states, is also discussed. We then predict
electronic properties and connect the electronic structure to the
topology of the network. We show that the conduction edge has
Urbach (exponential) form and is extraordinarily delocalized,
and the valence edge is very sharp with highly localized
states. The delocalized nature of the conduction tail is the
most interesting result in this paper. Vibrational properties and
dielectric functions are also predicted. Naturally, the detailed
properties depend upon the mode of growth of the material;
our work is most relevant to least-defective “ideal” a-GaN.
Models are generated using different modeling schemes; their
relative merits and value for predicting the properties of a-GaN
are discussed further in the Conclusions.

II. SIMULATION METHODS

Some elements in the periodic table, from the same group,
form similar bulk structures (like Si and Ge, both forming
tetrahedral structures in their amorphous phase). In this case,
an initial model could be made based on previously generated
models by replacing the old species with from the same column
and rescaling the cell to fit the mass density and allowing for
relaxation effects. For example, a-GaN could be generated by
replacing As with N atoms in an a-GaAs model. This method
may be called computer alchemy. We carry this method out
here and also use the conventional “melt-and-quench” method
to form a-GaN models.15
In our work, the major calculations are performed with
the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)16 based
on density functional theory (DFT) within the LDA17 and
Vanderbilt’s ultrasoft pseudopotentials18 in which the Ga 3d
states are included in the core. Three models are generated
via computer alchemy: a 64-atom model (64-atom model II,
obtained from a 64-atom InN model of Ref. 19), the 250atom model I (obtained from the 250-atom a-GaAs model
of Ref. 20), and the 250-atom model II (obtained from the
250-atom a-InN model of Ref. 19). The 64-atom model II is
annealed and equilibrated at 500 K and the 250-atom model I
is annealed and equilibrated at 300 K. Furthermore, another
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TABLE I. The statistical distribution of the main structural components of four models.

Model
64-atom model I
64-atom model II
250-atom model I
250-atom model II
Stumm’s model
Relaxed Stumm’s model

Density
(g/cm3 )

N-N

Ga-Ga

N3

N4

N5

Ga3

Ga4

Ga5

nN

nGa

Etot /atom
(eV)

5.8
5.8
5.6
5.6
5.0
5.8

0
0
0
2%
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

13%
3%
11%
9%
69%
13%

87%
97%
87%
89%
31%
84%

0
0
2%
2%
0
3%

13%
6%
9%
11%
63%
13%

87%
91%
89%
87%
37%
87%

0
3%
1%
2%
0
0

3.86
3.97
3.91
3.92
3.31
3.90

3.86
3.97
3.91
3.90
3.37
3.86

−6.05
−5.97
−5.90
−5.89
−5.71
−5.87

64-atom model (the 64-atom model I) is generated by the
melt-and-quench method: the 64-atom model II is melted at
3000 K for 10 ps, annealed to 1500 K for 40 ps, and quenched
to 0 K with an average quench rate of 40 K/ps. In addition,
we generated three more 64-atom computer alchemy a-GaN
models with similar procedures (annealed at 500 K, quenched
to 0 K, and zero pressure) but using three different methods:
(1) LDA with pseudopotential including Ga 3d states in the
core,17,18 (2) GGA-PBE with pseudopotential including Ga
3d states in the core,18,21 and (3) LDA with pseudopotential
describing Ga 3d electrons as valence electrons.17,18 The
dynamic simulations for all models are done at the  point.
We use 63 k-points for electronic density of states (EDOS)
calculations in the 64-atom cell, and 8 k-points for EDOS
calculations in the 250-atom cell.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structure properties

We list the major parameters of different a-GaN models in
Table I. For comparison, we also calculated the total energy
for Stumm’s model by VASP and relaxed it. After zero-pressure
relaxation, the density of both 64-atom models are close
to 5.8 g/cm3 , 95% of the experimental WZ-GaN density
(6.06 g/cm3 )22 ; both 250-atom models have mass densities
around 5.6 g/cm3 , 92% of the experimental WZ-GaN density.
Where chemical order is concerned, there are no homopolar
bonds in either the 64-atom models or the 250-atom model I,
and there is only one N-N bond in the 250-atom model II as
one might expect for a significantly ionic system.
Where coordination is concerned, most atoms tend
to be fourfold, suggesting that a-GaN retains the zincblende/wurtzite character of crystalline GaN, in significant
contrast to Stumm’s model. The 64-atom computer alchemy
model (64-atom model II) predicts more fourfold atoms than
the melt-and-quench model (64-atom model I). Considering
the energy, the 64-atom model I gives the best cohesive energy,
followed by the 64-atom model II. Both the new 64-atom
models show much lower cohesive energy (lower by 0.34 and
0.26 eV/atom) compared to the original Stumm model. Both
250-atom models show a slightly higher energy compared
to the 64-atom models, and the increased cohesive energy
in 250-atom model II is likely due to the N-N bond. We
also notice that if relaxed with VASP, most atoms in Stumm’s
model become fourfold with a reduced total energy. These
results suggest that an ideal a-GaN is a chemically ordered
continuous random network with most but not all atoms

being fourfold. The computer alchemy method suggests an
upper-limit number of fourfold atoms in the network and
the original Stumm model contains too many threefold atoms
according to VASP.
To further analyze the network, we plot the partial paircorrelation functions of the four models in Fig. 1. For the
Ga-N partial, there exists a sharp first peak around 1.94 Å
and all four models show similar features. For both N-N and
Ga-Ga partials, the melt-and-quench model shows a higher
principal peak around 3.1 Å. Particularly for the Ga-Ga partial,
computer alchemy models have a prepeak or shoulder around
2.7 Å (marked by a black arrow), which is not observed
in the melt-and-quench model. The following analysis on
angle distributions proves that these peaks are related to
edge-sharing tetrahedral structures. Due to the N-N bond,
there is a small peak around 1.53 Å in the N-N partial of
the 250-atom model II (marked by a black arrow). Overall,
the pair-correlation functions of four models exhibit similar
features.
Next, we analyze the angle distributions for Ga-N-Ga
bonds and N-Ga-N bonds. The 250-atom models yield major
peak positions close to θT = 109.47◦ for both Ga-N-Ga and

FIG. 1. (Color online) Partial pair correlation functions of the
three models (see text). In the Ga-Ga partial, the prepeak and
shoulders are marked by a black arrow. For the N-N partial, the black
arrow marks the peak due to the only N-N bond in the 250-atom
model II.
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TABLE II. The statistical distribution of the main structural components of four models.
Model
LDA (3d in core)
GGA (3d in core)
LDA (3d in valence)

Lattice constant (Å)

N-N

Ga-Ga

N3

N4

Ga3

Ga4

Ga5

nN

nGa

9.14
9.28
9.23

0
0
0

0
0
0

3%
3%
9%

97%
97%
91%

6%
6%
9%

91%
91%
91%

3%
3%
0

3.97
3.97
3.91

3.97
3.97
3.91

N-Ga-N angles. The 64-atom melt-and-quench model has very
sharp major peaks around θT in both Ga-N-Ga and N-Ga-N
distributions. Though the major peak positions are slightly off
θT for the 64-atom computer alchemy model, the mean value
of N-Ga-N and Ga-N-Ga angles are 109.15◦ and 108.65◦ ,
respectively, which are still close to θT . Thus, we conclude
that a-GaN retains strong vestiges of its crystalline short-range
order and tends to form a tetrahedral structure. We observe
prepeaks or shoulders around 80◦ for all the computer alchemy
models in the Ga-N-Ga angle distribution, which implies that
there are two distinct sites for Ga atoms in these models.
We find that the small angle is due to edge-sharing units
with distorted angles (appearing as four-member rings with
the Ga-N-Ga angle between 75◦ and 95◦ ). We show that this
kind of distortion is responsible for some of the electronic tail
states.
Finally for this section, we show comparisons among three
models generated by different ultrasoft pseudopotentials and
density functionals. This includes LDA, and GGA with Ga 3d
states in the core and as valence states. The statistics obtained
from these models are list in Table II and the bond-length
distributions are plotted in Fig. 2. The LDA and GGA methods
predict the same mean coordination numbers and the same
amount of N3 , N4 , Ga3 , and Ga4 units. The only difference
is that the GGA predicts a slightly bigger cell and a longer
averaged bond length, as expected. The major peak in bondlength distribution is shifted to 1.96 Å for GGA compared with
1.93 Å for LDA. The partial pair-correlation functions of both
LDA and GGA models show the same features with slightly
shifted peak positions (not plotted here). When Ga 3d states

FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparison of bond-length distributions
for three computer alchemy models generated with different ultrasoft
pseudopotentials and density functionals.

are treated as valence electrons, the fraction of threefold atoms
is slightly increased. The peak position of the bond-length
distribution is around 1.96 Å. Since the experimental value
of the Ga-N bond length is around 1.95 Å,22,23 there is no
significant difference between the network obtained by LDA
and GGA methods and the different treatment of Ga 3d states.
B. Vibrational properties

The vibrational properties of a-GaN are reported through
the vibrational density of states (VDOS). Starting with a
thoroughly relaxed cell, the force constant and dynamical
matrix is obtained from perturbing each atom in turn by
0.015 Å and computing forces on all atoms in the model for
each perturbed conformation. The VDOS of the 64-atom meltand-quench model and the 250-atom model II are reported in
Fig. 3. Both models show similar features. For comparison,
we also plot the VDOS of crystalline GaN from Ref. 24 as an
inset. Our results show that the amorphous VDOS retains some
features of the crystalline VDOS, such as the two peaks in the
first band. However, we did not observe two distinguished
peaks in the optical band,25 and the gap between the acoustic
band and the optical band fills in substantially. The results are
quite consistent with a recent Raman study.8
C. Electronic structure

We describe the electronic structure by analyzing the
EDOS, the inverse participation ratio (IPR or I) of the
individual states, and dielectric functions. Figure 4 shows
the EDOS of the four models. Overall, all EDOS have similar

FIG. 3. (Color online) Vibrational density of states of the 64-atom
model and the 250-atom model II. The eigenvalues were Gaussian
broadened with a width of 1 meV. The VDOS of crystal wurtzite GaN
is plotted as an inset from Ref. 24.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Electronic density of states of the 64-atom
models (63 k-points are used) and 250-atom models (8 k-points are
used) obtained by LDA and ultrasoft pseudopotential with a Ga 3d
electron in the core. The Fermi level is at 0 eV.

characters with slight differences in detail. The valence-band
tails are very sharp, and shallow valence states are observed
in all models (a peak in the valence tail of the 64-atom model
II and shoulders in the valence tail of 64-atom model I,
250-atom model I, and 250-atom model II). We show later
that these tail states are associated with threefold N atoms.
The conduction-band tail is dramatically broader and consists
of essentially extended states in stark contrast with the valence
tail for a system like a-Si.26 By fitting the conduction-band tail
to an exponential, we report the Urbach energy, Eu ≈ 410 meV
for the 64-atom model I, Eu ≈ 420 meV for the 64-atom
model II, and Eu ≈ 490 meV for the 250-atom model I,
comparable to the reported value of “several hundred meV” in
Ref. 27. In addition, for the 250-atom model II, there are defect
states in the deep band region between −18 and −12 eV, far
below the Fermi level. These states are due primarily to the
N-N bond. We did not observe any electronic signature of
the N-N bond around the optical gap. If we define the band
gap as the difference between the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) based on the  point, then the magnitude of the
electronic gap is 1.10 eV for the 64-atom model I, 1.00 eV for
the 64-atom model II, 0.69 eV for the 250-atom model I, and
0.71 eV for the 250-atom model II. The band gaps obtained
from our models are much smaller than the experimental value
of 3.1 eV.7 This is not a surprising result, since DFT always
underestimates the gap.28 If we estimate the mobility gap
(the gap between extended valence and conduction states),
we obtain Eg ≈ 3.0 eV.
In Fig. 5, we show the EDOS around the band gap based on
the 64-atom computer alchemy models generated by different
pseudopotentials and density functionals: LDA (Ga 3d states
in the core), GGA (Ga 3d states in the core), and LDA (Ga
3d states in valence). We could see that the EDOS from
LDA and GGA methods with Ga 3d states in the core are
almost identical. When Ga 3d states are treated as valence,
the conduction tail is slightly different: more tail states are
observed. But the band gap is almost the same. Thus, we

FIG. 5. (Color online) EDOS around the band gap of the
64-atom computer alchemy models generated by different ultrasoft
pseudopotentials and density functionals: LDA with Ga 3d states in
the core, GGA with Ga 3d states in the core, and LDA with Ga 3d
states in valence. The Fermi level is at 0 eV.

conclude that LDA and GGA methods predict similar EDOS
around the band gap, and the Ga 3d states have some impact
on the conduction tail.
To characterize the localization of the tail states around the
gap, we performed an IPR (I) analysis for all four models.
The I measures the degree of localization given an electronic
state.29 For highly localized states, I = 1; for extended states,
I = 1/N , where N is the number of atoms. The results are
plotted in Fig. 6. For all models, the valence tail states exhibit
much higher I, indicating a high localization in contrast to the
conduction tail which consists of more extended states. The
64-atom model I shows fewer highly localized tail states than
computer alchemy models.
By projecting the EDOS onto different atomic orbitals, we
find that the valence tail is built from N p, Ga p, and Ga d
orbitals. This implies a high sensitivity to bond-angle disorder,

FIG. 6. (Color online) Inverse participation ratio analysis for
four models. Large IPR implies strong localization. Note the highly
delocalized conduction tail. The Fermi level is at 0 eV.
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which is presumably the reason for high localization. The
conduction tail is localized on both Ga s and N s orbitals. Since
the s-s interaction is only affected by bond length, which is very
close to a fixed value in this system, the conduction-tail states
exhibit remarkably weak localization and the conduction tail
is almost immune to angle disorder. This situation is somewhat
analogous to amorphous oxides, like a-SiO2 , a-SnO2 , and
a-In2 O3 , where there is also a large asymmetry on IPR
between valence-band and conduction-band tails, as discussed
by Robertson30 and in other papers.31 However, in those
oxides, the conduction-tail states mostly reside on metal s
states, which are only affected by the second-neighbor distance
of metal atoms. Thus, the reason for the large asymmetry in our
system and oxides is different. To our knowledge, this effect
has not been reported in nitrides until now. The asymmetry
in width and localization of tail states suggests that n and p
doping for a-GaN would be quite different.32 Due to the highly
localized valence-band tail states, it would be more difficult
to move the Fermi level toward the valence mobility edge,
complex compensations may occur, and mobility is likely to
be very poor. Thus, the practical p-type doping is expected to
be much more difficult than n-type doping to obtain the same
carrier concentration.33 High electron mobilities are expected,
if the material can be n-type doped.
To correlate electronic structure with topological units, we
picked seven electronic states (a–h in Fig. 6) with relatively
high IPR and projected them onto individual atom sites. In
Fig. 7, we present the characteristic atomic sites associated
with tail states a–h. In the 64-atom model I, the valence tail
state a is associated with threefold N atom 25 [Fig. 7(a)]. For
the 64-atom model II, tail states b and c are highly localized
on atom 13 [Fig. 7(b)], whose four neighbors are almost in the
same plane, with distorted Ga-N-Ga angle 75◦ ; state c is also
localized on atom 28 [Fig. 7(c)], the only threefold N atom in

FIG. 7. (Color online) Atomistic origin of electronic tail and gap
states correlated with states a–h indicated in Fig. 6. Dark (small)
atoms are N; light (large) atoms are Ga: (a) atom 25 is associated with
tail states a, (b) atom 13 is associated with tail states b and c, (c) atom
28 is associated with tail state c, (d) atom 43 is associated with tail
states d and e, (e) atom 70 is associated with tail state e, (f) atom 162
is associated with tail state f, (g) atom 111 is associated with tail state
g, and (h) atom 4 and atom 50 are associated with tail state h.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Delocalization of conduction-band tail
state q in Fig. 6 of the 64-atom model I. Atoms contributing most to
the conduction band tail (either Ga or N) are marked as green (large
light grey atoms). The light blue (medium sized grey atoms) are Ga
atoms and the dark blue (small dark atoms) are N atoms. Note the
pattern of delocalization is filamentary as discussed in Ref. 26.

the network which formed a small Ga-N-Ga angle near 89◦ .
In the 250-atom model I, threefold N atom 43 [Fig. 7(d)],
which formed an 87◦ Ga-N-Ga angle, is strongly associated
with eigenstates d and e; tail state d is also localized on atom
70 [Fig. 7(e)], a threefold N atom with all its neighbors almost
in the same plane. Moreover, the conduction-band tail state
f is mainly localized on atom 162 [Fig. 7(f)], a threefold Ga
atom with disordered N-Ga-N angle. In the 250-atom model II,
the threefold N atom 111, whose three neighbors are almost
in the same plane [Fig. 7(g)], contributes more to valanceband tail state g; two fourfold N atoms, atom 4 and atom
50, forming an edge-shared tetrahedron with disordered GaN-Ga angle, are strongly associated with electronic state h.
Overall, threefold N atoms with distorted angles are associated
with valence tail states. In Fig. 8, we show an example of
delocalization of the conduction-band tail state q in Fig. 6 of
the 64-atom model I. The representative conduction-band tail
state q is spread out over many atoms, leading to a small IPR.
This is very different from amorphous column IV materials26
or chalcogenide glasses,34 which exhibit substantial electron
localization in both band tails.
Finally, we briefly remark that, for the 64-atom model, the
imaginary part of the dielectric function (ω) has a major peak
position around 6.8 eV for all three directions. This result is
comparable to the experimental work reported in Ref. 9.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered models made in two ways:
the conventional melt-and-quench method, and computer
alchemy. It is to be admitted that the alchemy method is not
predictive; rather it imposes a prior belief that the network
should be a chemically ordered continuous random network.
This is a possible limiting case for the structure, and fits with
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the guesses of workers used to materials like amorphous silica
or chalcogenide glasses. Nevertheless, to be very clear, it
is an assumption only. To probe the question more closely,
we carried out complementary melt-and-quench simulations,
which are free of a preexisting bias toward a particular network,
although such simulations often suffer from the limitation
of freezing in too much disorder.34 With both classes of
simulations available, the net conclusion is that homopolar
bonds are rare, and coordination defects (departures from the
8N rule) do occur. Because of small system sizes, especially
for the melt-and-quench model, it is not possible to indicate
the precise fraction of three- or fivefold N or Ga, but such odd
coordination appears to be significantly rarer than in the work
of Stumm and Drabold.10 Physical observables, especially the
electronic density of states and electronic localization, are
quite insensitive to the topological variation among models.
In conclusion, we created four a-GaN atomistic models
using current methods. Most atoms in the network tend to
be fourfold and form tetrahedral structures. The “melt-andquench” model has a lower cohesive energy, relatively bigger
HOMO-LUMO gap, and fewer tail states. Computer alchemy
is a quick and effective method to generate large atomistic
models but in this case freezing into too much order. The
GGA predicts a similar network compared with LDA but
with an increased lattice constant and average bond length.
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